
Teamup 2 Cleanup Library Lending Program – Suffolk Public Library and Keep 

Suffolk Beautiful join forces in the fight against litter. 

Cigarette butts, snack wrappers, fast food containers and plastic bottles are just some of the items you 

might find littered in your neighborhood.  City staff, businesses, ruritan clubs and many other 

organizations pick up a large amount of it.  But now, a new partnership between Suffolk Public Library 

and Keep Suffolk Beautiful means that anyone can borrow litter equipment with their library card and 

do their own cleanup.   

This new program is part of Keep Suffolk Beautiful’ s Teamup 2 Cleanup campaign enabling people 

across the city to get involved in the fight against litter.  A library cardholder can borrow four litter 

grabbers, safety vests and bags to make cleaning up easier and cost free.  Disposing of the bags of litter 

is easy too!  The Litter Control Office is available to coordinate collection of bags.   

Wayne Jones, Litter Control Coordinator says, “Having equipment at all three library locations makes it 

so much easier for people to get cleanup supplies whenever they want.  We hope parents use cleanups 

as a lesson to show their children the importance of community involvement and the effects of littering 

on the environment.”   

The equipment will be ready for patrons of the library to start borrowing on XXXXXXXXXXX.  The person 

borrowing the equipment must be an adult and must agree to be responsible for the safety of the 

people participating in their cleanup and returning the equipment.   

Karen Nelson, Collection Strategy Supervisor for Suffolk Public Library, says, “Being able to offer litter 

cleanup equipment at the library is such an interesting opportunity to engage the Suffolk community 

and support a wonderful cause. Having the equipment available to borrow has inspired library staff 

members to get out and clean up Suffolk and we hope it will inspire our library customers as well.”    

 

For more information about the program you can contact Wayne Jones, Litter Control coordinator,  

littercontrol@suffolkva.us  514-7604 or Karen Nelson, Collection Strategy Supervisor for Suffolk Public 

Library knelson@suffolkva.us 514-7303.    
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